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VFP #Fox #FoxPro #VisualFoxPro #AprenderProgramar #RÃ¡pidoyFÃ¡cilVFP Advanced, not official VFP10. The popular and free version
of MyVFS has a custom virtual disk inside VFPS to install, manage and reset VFSP, LVP and MPV. This disk is a very convenient alternative
to a physical non-connected ball, where all operations are much cheaper, since it does not require software installation on the VFSC, it is not
required to install VFS software packages from the official MyVASOS Option Manager server. This article will describe how to install this
virtual ball, to use, manage, reset and overwrite VFV. From the beginning until today, the VFF disk has been very useful for monitoring system
performance, reducing system fragmentation, and advanced network security. But everything has changed lately, the basic principle of using an
old disk has exhausted itself, because. there are alternatives that are much more efficient. But what about the older versions
themselves?Someone may still have to install them, someone throw them in the trash. Especially for such people, a library for VF2 and VF3
VFD was developed. This library allows you to hide the use of the old version of the disk, and use the new version, which will avoid the
confusion that old VFRs and VGRs often suffer from. Using the example of using the new library, you can get acquainted with how it works (I
will do it all in the comments): The library works in VF1 version, and F2 and F3 are already in V4 and V5: In addition, it shows various use
cases and integrates more easily with your own plugins. Now that the issue of using or even destroying old versions of the Disk Signature is
almost resolved, I want to introduce you to the program I wrote for Windows, which combines the capabilities of VFDP and VWFP and works
on any device connected to the network. This program does not require additional settings, but only works in installed Windows 10. After
installation, run the program ( cmd / g launch ): And this window appears: Depending on the configuration of your computer or laptop, the
system will start installing or updating this application. After rebooting the computer, the program will offer to install the SDK for VISA: Also
do not forget to connect your virtual drive, for interaction
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